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NMR spectroscopy has been shown to be useful in the study of
denatured proteins, although the amount of structural information
is limited by the absence of long-range NOEs. In recent years, large
residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) from denatured proteins have
been observed under alignment conditions produced by bicelles and
strained polyacrylamide gels.1-4 Unlike theoretical predictions based
upon a random coil conformation,5 denatured proteins display
surprisingly variable couplings as a function of position along the
chain, suggesting that residual structure is present. In the case of
staphylococcal nuclease, the structure of the denatured state in buffer
(∆131∆) has been determined to have a nativelike topology by
over 600 distance measurements based on paramagnetic relaxation
enhancement from 14 spin labels.6 This observation, in combination
with a highly significant correlation between RDCs in buffer and
in 8 M urea, led to the conclusion that a nativelike topology persists
in this denatured protein, even under strongly denaturing condi-
tions.1

Denatured proteins, unlike native proteins, show a skewing of
RDCs to one sign, a trend that becomes more pronounced as
denaturing conditions become more severe.1 Several explanations
for this skewing have been proposed in the literature, such as (1)
segments of extended or polyproline II secondary structure that align
independently4 or (2) enrichment of extended and polyproline II
φ/ψ values along the long molecular axis. In two recently published
reports, very simple computational models were able to correctly
predict some of the position-dependent variations in RDC profiles
for several denatured proteins.7,8 The success of such models
suggests that a single set of RDCs obtained from a single alignment
tensor may contain a rather limited amount of information and
therefore does not necessarily report on the presence of significant
long-range structure in denatured proteins.

In this report, we describe efforts to extend our picture of the
residual structure in denatured nuclease by measuring RDCs with
multiple alignment tensors. The residual dipolar interaction tensor
corresponding to each NH bond requires five parameters for its
specification.9,10 If RDC datasets can be acquired encompassing
five independent alignment conditions, it is possible to determine
all five elements of the residual dipolar coupling tensor for each
NH bond.11 These tensors contain information about the orienta-
tional probability distribution for each bond and are usually rendered
into a specific description of mean bond orientation, generalized
order parameters, and motional asymmetry parameters. The chal-
lenge to obtain multiple alignments from denatured proteins is the
seeming insensitivity of RDCs to different alignment conditions.
As initial attempts to alter∆131∆ s alignment with highly charged
gels gave ambiguous results, the new method based on composite
phage/polyacrylamide gels developed by Ruan and Tolman12 was
applied to denatured nuclease. This method involves the im-
mobilization of Pf1 bacteriophage at varying angles relative to the
cylinder axis of polyacrylamide gels, which are then stretched prior

to data collection. Thus, asymmetric electrostatic interactions from
the highly negatively charged phage rods combined with the prolate
ellipsoidal steric effects from the strained polyacrylamide are
combined along different directions in space, leading to a range of
alignment tensors. Additional modulation of the alignment tensor
can sometimes be obtained by varying the phage concentration or
by the addition of magnesium ions.

Backbone amide15N-1H RDCs were collected from∆131∆ in
4 M urea for a total of eight RDC data sets. Seven of these sets
utilized composite Pf1/gels: a mixture of 3 and 10 mg/mL Pf1
phage concentrations with 6% polyacrylamide (19:1 acrylamide/
bisacrylamide) at 0, 30, 55, and 90° relative toBo. The eighth dataset
was from a 6% gel that did not contain Pf1 phage. The RDCs were
acquired using the [15N,1H]-IPAP HSQC experiment and analyzed
by singular value decomposition (SVD) to determine the number
of independent alignment tensors present in the data. On the basis
of the resultant singular values and propagated error estimates
(Table 1), it is clear that there are at least three independent
alignment tensors. These three independent RDC datasets can be
reconstituted as linear combinations of the eight actually recorded
RDC datasets (Supporting Information). These orthogonal linear
combination (OLC)-RDC datasets correspond to the ideally inde-
pendent RDCs that would be measured in∆131∆ if alignment
tensors coincided with their respective principal axes. Correlation
plots between the three most significant OLC datasets are shown
in Figure 1, plots A-C.

An obvious concern is whether the second and third independent
OLC-RDC datasets arise predominantly due to the presence of
systematic errors or media-induced perturbations of the unfolded
ensemble. Such effects, if they exist, would be expected to show a
pronounced dependence on a specific experimentally recorded RDC
dataset. To address this concern, an SVD analysis was carried out
for subsets of the experimental RDC data in which single RDC
datasets were deleted. After the systematic deletion of an experi-

Table 1. Orthogonal Linear Combination Data Set Values and
Results of Deletion Validation Method

OLC SVa ||D||b error(σ) RMSDc Q*d

RMSD(j)
maxe Q*(max)f

1 112 6.21 0.112 0.123 0.020 0.174 0.028
2 11.9 0.66 0.104 0.073 0.111 0.103 0.157
3 5.14 0.28 0.096 0.077 0.284 0.162 0.570
4 3.76 0.21 0.113 0.086 0.416 0.175 0.841
5 2.51 0.14 0.100 0.093 0.669 0.132 0.957
6 2.24 0.12 0.116 0.097 0.786 0.124 1.00
7 1.57 0.09 0.102 0.072 0.833 0.087 1.00
8 1.36 0.08 0.091

a Singular values from the SVD analysis of the eight datasets.b Root
mean squared magnitude for each OLC dataset.c Root mean squared
deviation between complete OLC data sets and all single-deletion OLC
datasets.d Q*) RMSD/||D||. e Maximum RMSD observed between the full
OLC dataset and an individual deletion OLC dataset.f Q*(max) ) [RMS-
D(j)](max)/||D||.
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mental RDC dataset, the OLC-RDC datasets were redetermined
by SVD and then compared to the original OLC-RDC datasets
calculated using all eight measured RDC datasets. One would expect
that if the content of a given OLC-RDC dataset corresponds to
real signal as opposed to random or uncorrelated systematic errors,
then it should remain relatively invariant to the removal of any
one of the experimental RDC datasets from which it is constituted.

To quantify these results we define a statistic,Q*, based on the
ratio of the RMSD variation among deletion OLC-RDC datasets
to the RMS magnitude of the relevant OLC-RDC dataset. Low
values ofQ* indicate that the specific OLC-RDC dataset exhibits
variations upon a single-set deletion which are small relative to
the overall magnitude of the OLC-RDCs. For OLC-RDC datasets
which are predominantly constituted of random noise, the value of
Q* will approach a value of 1. To monitor the possibility that a
single errant RDC dataset accounts solely for the significance of a
particular OLC-RDC dataset, the maximumQ* value, Q*(max),
observed among all deletions is also reported. The results of this
validation analysis are shown in Table 1 and plots of the deletion
OLC-RDCs versus the three most significant full OLC-RDCs are
shown in Figure 1D-F. Clearly, the first, second, and third OLC-
RDC datasets are highly robust to the removal of any single
experimental RDC dataset, establishing the presence of three
independent alignment tensors among the collective RDC datasets
measured for∆131∆, sampled well above the level of experimental
uncertainty. In addition to the present application, the above
approach could be used to validate the existence of independent
alignment tensors for cases in which structural information is
unknown or of low resolution.

The observation that the RDC data span three or more dimensions
of the five-dimensional parameter space demonstrates that the
ensemble average structure of denatured nuclease must be asym-
metric with respect to these three orthogonal principal axes. Along
the first axis, which corresponds closely to the major steric axis,
RDCs are skewed in sign, suggesting that amide bond vectors on
average have an excess alignment either along or perpendicular to
this axis. As proposed by others, this could be explained by an
excess of extended conformations oriented with the long axis.
However, along the second and third axes, which are orthogonal
to the first and to each other, no such skewing of RDCs is observed,
suggesting that the amide bond vector orientation lacks directional
preference with respect to these axes. The dominant contribution
made by the first alignment to any individual RDC dataset and the
corresponding skewing of the RDC distribution lends support to
the existence of an excess of extended conformations in the unfolded
state. However, the measurement of RDCs corresponding to an
additional two independent alignments now provides a more refined
view, indicating that a specific tertiary structural arrangement, not
inconsistent with a nativelike topology, also persists in the denatured
state. Since the mechanisms of electrostatic alignment require an
asymmetric distribution of ionizable groups, either on the surface
where they mediate transient binding or globally as described by a
multipole expansion,13 these data demonstrate an asymmetry in the
distribution of charged residues, in addition to an asymmetry in
the distribution of bond vectors. From the observed ensemble-
averaged distribution of backbone orientations, one can view a
denatured protein as spanning three-dimensional space with a large
heterogeneous distribution of conformations yet unable to access
all possible segment orientations.

Supporting Information Available: Construction of OLC-RDC
dataset and definition ofQ*; experimental RDCs from eight alignment
media. This material is available free of charge via the Internet at http://
pubs.acs.org.
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Figure 1. (A-C) Correlation plots of the three most significant orthogonal
RDC datasets resulting from a SVD analysis of all data acquired using
eight alignment media. (D-F) Correlation plots of the three most significant
full OLC datasets against all corresponding single-deletion OLC datasets.
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